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Special Ed Hot Topics

The Plan for Today

§Endrew F.
• The case 
• The aftermath

§Fry
• The Case
• The aftermath

Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§Student with autism 
• Parents claimed that IEP had same basic goals from 
year to year

§Removed from public school and enrolled in 
“Firefly Autism House” 
• Behavior improved dramatically 
•Made “a degree of academic progress that had 
eluded him in public school” 

mailto:ksb@ksbschoollaw.com
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Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§School presented a new IEP 6 months after 
private school enrollment
§Parents rejected because similar BIP
§Filed d.p. for tuition reimbursement
•Contended that final IEP was not “reasonably 
calculated to enable Endrew to receive educational 
benefits.”

Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§ALJ found for school
§District Court found for school
• performance under past IEPs “did not reveal 
immense educational growth”
• annual modifications to IEP were “sufficient to show 
a pattern of, at the least, minimal progress”

§10th Circuit found for school
• School’s IEP was calculated to confer “some
educational benefit”

Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§Supreme Court granted certiorari 
§Unanimous decision to remand to district court
§Court: It true that Rowley said “some education 
benefit” - but in Rowley the issue was not 
whether student was receiving minimum of 
benefit 
§”An IEP is not a form document”
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Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§For a child integrated in the regular classroom
• “an IEP typically should . . . be reasonably calculated 
to enable the child to achieve passing marks and 
advance from grade to grade.”
•When a child is fully integrated in the regular 
classroom, as the Act prefers, what that typically 
means is providing a level of instruction reasonably 
calculated to permit advancement through the 
general curriculum.”[footnote]

Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§For a child not integrated into regular classroom
• “If that is not a reasonable prospect for a child, his 
IEP need not aim for grade-level advancement. But 
his educational program must be appropriately 
ambitious in light of his circumstances. . . 
• “…every child should have the chance to meet 
challenging objectives.”
• “…this standard is markedly more demanding that 
the ‘merely more de minimis’ test. . . 

Endrew F. v. Douglas Co. Sch. Dist. RE-1
137 S. Ct. 988 (2017)

§“a student offered an educational program 
providing ’merely more than de minimis’ 
progress from year to year can hardly be said to 
have been offered an education at all.”
§“The IDEA demands more.  It demands an 
educational program reasonably calculated to 
enable a child to make progress appropriate 
in light of the child’s circumstances.”
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Endrew F. on Remand
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22111 (Feb. 12, 2018)

§Parents – 10th Cir. said “close case” under old 
standard; and that SCOTUS decision
§School – IEP was not "ideal," but it was a 
reasonable calculation of educational progress
•Objectives in reading comp., writing, math, 
communication and inter/intra-personal goals 
increased from prior IEPs
• IEP addressed special and unique circumstances of 
Endrew’s autism, ADHD, behaviors, sensory needs 

Endrew F. on Remand
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22111 (Feb. 12, 2018)

§In other words, “appropriately ambitious in light 
of his circumstances”
§Court
• Previously ruled “minimal progress”
• Small IEP changes = “some educational benefit”
• Progress was “minimal at best”

Endrew F. on Remand
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22111 (Feb. 12, 2018)

§“I agree with Petitioner that the minimal 
progress evidenced in his educational plan . . . 
was clearly impacted by the District's lack of 
success in providing a program that would 
address Petitioner's maladaptive 
behaviors.” 
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Endrew F. on Remand
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22111 (Feb. 12, 2018)

§“The District's inability to develop a formal plan 
or properly address Plaintiff's behaviors . . . 
impact the assessment of whether [IEP] it 
offered to [Endrew] was or was not reasonably 
calculated to enable him to make progress 
appropriate in light of his circumstances.

Endrew F. on Remand
2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22111 (Feb. 12, 2018)

§The District's inability to properly address Petitioner's 
behaviors that, in turn, negatively impacted his 
ability to make progress on his educational and 
functional goals, also cuts against the reasonableness 
of the April 2010 IEP.” 

§District’s IPE was not reasonably calculated to enable 
E.F. to make progress, even in light of unique 
circumstances.

§Last brief on damages due March 29th

So what does Endrew F. look 
like in real life application?
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Paris Sch. Dist. v. A.H, 
117 LRP 12828 (W.D. Ark. April 3, 2017)

§Student with autism moves into district in 
November of 4th grade 
• Team met and developed plan
•Met in December to develop BIP
•Met in March to discontinue PT (therapist not at 
meeting)
•Met in May to develop plan for 5th grade (shortened 
day, resource room)
•Met in August to place in ALE 

§Mom sued over both placement and progress 

Paris Sch. Dist. v. A.H, 
117 LRP 12828(W.D. Ark. April 3, 2017)

§4th grade year
• School couldn’t provide copy of BIP
• Speech therapist testified she provided services 
−No notes 
−No progress noted

• PT billed for 13 sessions
−No notes other than billing records
−No documentation of being attacked 

Paris Sch. Dist. v. A.H, 
117 LRP 12828 (W.D. Ark. April 3, 2017)

§5th grade year
• School provided no data to justify change from 
shortened day to ALE
•Questions re qualifications of ”Coach”
•No plan for existing ALE
• SRO cited student 9 times for assault
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Paris Sch. Dist. v. A.H, 
117 LRP 12828 (W.D. Ark. April 3, 2017)

§Court:
• 4th grade year
−Couldn’t produce BIP
−Meeting at which PT discontinued unlawful
• No PT
• No PWN

−No progress notes
• 5th grade year
−SRO was used instead of BIP
−No exit plan for ALE

Paris Sch. Dist. v. A.H, 
117 LRP 12828 (W.D. Ark. April 3, 2017)

§Court:
−“Additionally, there was no exit plan for AH to leave ALE 
so it appears that PSD intended to send her to ALE 
indefinitely.  Sending a fifth grader indefinitely to an ALE 
program like this one could possibly be ‘sitting idly . . . 
Awaiting the time when they were old enough to drop 
out.” Endrew F. 

•Granted summary judgment and attorney fees to 
parent 

I.Z.M. v. Rosemount-Apple Valley-Eagan Sch. 
117 LRP 27963 (8th Cir. July 14, 2017)

§9th grade student with visual impairment 
• IEP called for materials in Braille
• At times staff used other accessible formats for 
shorter assignments 
• AT devices sometimes did not work or were not 
available
• Failed to meet Braille goals

§Family sued for implementation violations
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I.Z.M. v. Rosemount-Apple Valley-Eagan Sch. 
117 LRP 27963 (8th Cir. July 14, 2017)

§Court 
• “provisions of the IEP were largely, although not 
perfectly, implemented”
• Student capable of reading Braille but chose not to 
so do
• Student’s lack of Braille progress did “not negate the 
fact that he received significant educational benefit 
from his participation and progress in his classes”

I.Z.M. v. Rosemount-Apple Valley-Eagan Sch. 
117 LRP 27963 (8th Cir. July 14, 2017)

§Court 
• IEP did not guarantee that the child would use Braille 
• School has to provide “instruction sufficient to 
enable child to attain the specified level of 
proficiency.” 
•Cited Endrew F.’s “educational program reasonable 
calculated to enable a child to make progress 
appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances.”
• “all reasonable steps, not perfect results”

A.G. v. Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist.
2017 U.S. Dist LEXIS 47743(S.D. NY 2017)

§4th and 5th grade student with dyslexia 
• 11 IEP goals (!) 
• Parents requested IEE, discontinued attention meds, 
contemplated private schools
• Last IEP meeting “father indicated that although he 
recognized that [student] is making educational 
improvements as he develops, he is concerned about 
markings on his report card.” 
• IEP showed student made 1 year’s reading progress
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A.G. v. Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist.
2017 U.S. Dist LEXIS 47743(S.D. NY 2017)

§Parents filed for due process
• 11 days of testimony (!)
•Claimed failure to provide FAPE
•Hearing officer found for school

A.G. v. Arlington Cent. Sch. Dist.
2017 U.S. Dist LEXIS 47743(S.D. NY 2017)

§District Court
•Quotes Endrew F.
• “it is undisputed that the child was promoted from 
4th to 5th grade and, except for his reading level, he 
did perform at grade level.”
• “even though [student] was ’progressing 
inconsistently’ in the area of writing, this is 
insufficient to conclude that the IEP … was 
inadequate”

In re Student with a Disability
70 IDELR 212 (MT SEA 2017)

§Student with cognitive delays 
•Graduated with regular high school diploma
• Accepted at a local community college
• Job at assisted living facility 

§Parents challenging adequacy of student’s 
postsecondary transition plan 
•No drivers license
•Can’t ride bike
• Limited functional math
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In re Student with a Disability
70 IDELR 212 (MT SEA 2017)

§Parents: Endrew F. requires student’s IEP be 
tailored to student’s unique circumstances
§Hearing Officer
• Independent living skills are only transition services 
that are not required for every student (only if 
necessary for FAPE)
• The fact that student may require assistance in the 
future doesn’t mean transition was inappropriate

Take-Aways

§Need current evaluations and lots of data
§Document expected progress in IEP
§Accurate and detailed progress reports are 
more important that ever
§Training for parents on law as well as 
disability as a related service

You are the experts – act like it!

… deference is based on the application of expertise and the
exercise of judgment by school authorities. The nature of the IEP
process ensures that . . . by the time any dispute reaches court,
school authorities will have had the chance to bring their expertise
and judgment to bear on areas of disagreement. At that point, a
reviewing court may fairly expect those authorities to be
able to offer a cogent and responsive explanation for their
decisions that shows the IEP is reasonably calculated to
enable the child to make progress appropriate in light of his
circumstances.
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Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

§E.F. has cerebral palsy
§Parents bought “Wonder” the goldendoodle 
service dog who assisted E.F. with regular 
“life activities”
§Parents requested that Wonder attend 
school
§School denied the request

Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

§School: “Under E. F.’s existing IEP, a human aide 
provided E. F. with one-on-one support throughout the 
day; that two-legged assistance, the school officials 
thought, rendered Wonder superfluous. In the words of 
one administrator, Wonder should be barred from Ezra 
Eby because all of E. F.’s “physical and academic needs 
[were] being met through the services/programs/ 
accommodations” that the school had already agreed 
to.”

Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

§Parents filed OCR complaint and 
homeschooled
§OCR: a school can provide FAPE and still 
discriminate
• The school’s action is like “requiring a student 
who uses a wheelchair to be carried”
• School violated Title II of ADA and Section 504
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Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

§Other school “enthusiastically accepted” 
Wonder
§Parents sued
§District Court and 6th Circuit: parents must 
exhaust under IDEA 
§SCOTUS: “We must decide ‘confusion’ of exhaustion 
requirement.”
• “Important as the IDEA is for children with disabilities, it 
is not the only federal statute protecting their interests.”

Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

“…the IDEA guarantees individually tailored 
educational services, while [the ADA] and § 504 
promise nondiscriminatory access to public 
institutions. That is not to deny some overlap in 
coverage: The same conduct might violate all 
three statutes . . . . But still, the statutory 
differences just discussed mean that a complaint 
brought under Title II and § 504 might instead 
seek relief for simple discrimination, irrespective 
of the IDEA's FAPE obligation.”

Fry v. Napoleon Cmty. Sch.
137 S. Ct. 743 (2017)

§New test for determining if exhaustion applies
§Does the lawsuit seek relief for a denial of 
FAPE?
• If “yes,” must exhaust
• If “no,” proceed to prong 2

§ What is the “gravamen” of the lawsuit?
• “First, could the plaintiff have brought essentially the same 
claim if the alleged conduct had occurred at a public facility 
that was not a school—say, a public theater or library?”
• “And second, could an adult at the school—say, an employee 
or visitor— have pressed essentially the same grievance?”
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So where are These Multiple 
“Hoops” Going to Arise?

§Service Animals
§Communication
§Extracurriculars 
§Abuse Claims

Service Animal Claims

Americans with Disabilities Act
35 C.F.R. § 35.136

§“Generally, a public entity shall modify its 
policies, practices and procedures to permit 
the use of a service animal”
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Bakersfield (CA) City School District
50 IDELR 169 (OCR January 25, 2008)

§OCR did not determine whether dog 
qualified as a service animal
§Found school violated Section 504 and ADA 
Title II by unilaterally denying it as a health 
& safety risk to others
§School did not review dog’s training, 
function or impact on student’s education

Bakersfield (CA) City School District
50 IDELR 169 (OCR January 25, 2008)

§Parent should have been allowed to bring 
Section 504 challenge (grievance or 
Section 504 hearing) on denial of service 
animal
§Even if dog did not qualify as service 
animal, district should have considered 
whether it was necessary for student to 
receive FAPE

Alboniga v. School Bd. of Broward 
County, Fla., 

65 IDELR 7 (S.D. Fla. 2015)

§6-year-old with multiple disabilities wanted 
to bring service dog to school
§School
•Refused to provide extra assistance to take 
dog outside
•Required parent to obtain additional 
vaccinations and liability insurance for the 
animal

§Parent sued alleging ADA violation
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Alboniga v. School Bd. of Broward 
County, Fla., 

65 IDELR 7 (S.D. Fla. 2015)

§Court:
• Failure to provide an employee to assist the 
child with the dog's routine care amounted to 
a failure to accommodate
• "[The district] is being asked to accommodate 
[the child], not to accommodate, or care for, 
[the dog]."

Alboniga v. School Bd. of Broward 
County, Fla., 

65 IDELR 7 (S.D. Fla. 2015)

§Court:
• Ability of teachers and paraprofessionals to detect 
and address his seizures did not matter
• "[R]efusing [the parent's] requested 
accommodation if it is reasonable in favor of one 
the [district] prefers is akin to allowing the public 
entity to dictate the type of services a [person 
with a disability] needs in contravention of that 
person's own decision's regarding his own life and 
care" 

Gates-Chili Central School District, 
65 IDELR 152 (DOJ April 13, 2015)

§DOJ sued school for failing to allow service animal
§Settlement agreement required district to 
“provid[e] assistance to a student with a disability 
in tethering or untethering the service animal and 
escorting a student with a disability throughout 
the school or campus as he or she is accompanied 
by a service animal, and assisting a student with 
a communication disability in issuing commands to 
the service animal.”
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Effective Communication

ADA Effective Communication 
Regulations

§The District must “ensure that communications with 
applicants applicants, participants, members of the 
public, and companions with disabilities are as 
effective as communications with others.” 28 C.F.R. §
35.160(a)(1)

§In determining what type of auxiliary aid and service 
is necessary, a school “shall give primary 
consideration to the requests of the individual with 
disabilities” or the student’s family in an educational 
context. 28 C.F.R. § 35.160(b)(2)

ADA Effective Communication 
Regulations

§The District need not, under Title II, “take 
any action that it can demonstrate would 
result in a fundamental alteration in the 
nature of a service, program, or activity on 
in undue financial and administrative 
burdens.”  28 C.F.R. § 35.164
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K.M. by Bright v. Tustin Unified Sch. 
Dist., 

61 IDELR 182 (9th Cir. 2013) cert. denied

§Hearing impaired students requested 
Communication Access Real-time 
Translation (CART) services  from school 
§IEP team said “no” – not required for FAPE
§Parents requested due process hearing
§Hearing officer and District Court ruled for 
the school—no denial of FAPE under the 
IDEA; and therefore, no violation of Title II 
of the ADA.

K.M. by Bright v. Tustin Unified Sch. 
Dist., 

61 IDELR 182 (9th Cir. 2013) cert. denied
§9th Circuit: compliance with IDEA 
standards does not necessarily satisfy ADA
• “…the IDEA and Title II differ in both ends and 
means. Substantively, the IDEA sets only a 
floor of access to education for children with 
communications disabilities, but requires 
school districts to provide the individualized 
services necessary to get a child to that floor, 
regardless of the costs, administrative 
burdens, or program alterations required.”

K.M. by Bright v. Tustin Unified Sch. 
Dist., 

61 IDELR 182 (9th Cir. 2013) cert. denied
§9th Circuit: compliance with IDEA 
standards does not necessarily satisfy ADA
• “Title II and its implementing regulations, 
taken together, require public entities to take 
steps towards making existing services not 
just accessible, but equally accessible to 
people with communication disabilities, but 
only insofar as doing so does not pose an 
undue burden or require a fundamental 
alteration of their programs.”
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Argenyi v. Creighton Univ.
46 NDLR 128 (8th Cir. 2013)

§Medical student with profound hearing loss 
and coclear implants
§Requested
• FM system transmitting directly to implants in 
groups of 8 or fewer students
•CART for lectures
•Cued speech interpreter for labs 

Argenyi v. Creighton Univ.
46 NDLR 128 (8th Cir. 2013)

§University provided only FM system
§Student paid for CART and interpreters 
himself ($53,000)
§University later refused to allow interpreter 
in clinic

Argenyi v. Creighton Univ.
46 NDLR 128 (8th Cir. 2013)

§Student sued under Title II of the ADA and 
§ 504 
§University: FM transmitter should have 
been enough 
§Court:
• “the individual with a disability is most familiar 
with his or her disability and is in the best 
positon to determine what type of aid or 
service will be effective”
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2014 Dear Colleague Letter
64 IDELR 180 (2014)

§DOJ/OSERS/OCR “Frequently Asked 
Questions on Effective Communication for 
Students with Hearing, Vision, or Speech 
Disabilities in Public Elementary and 
Secondary Schools”
§On March 5, 2015, NSBA responded with a 
strong protest letter.

2014 Dear Colleague Letter
64 IDELR 180 (2014)

§On June 15, 2015, DOJ/OSERS/OCR replied 
to NSBA in Letter to Negron, 65 IDELR 304 
(DOJ/OSERS/OCR 2015) and reiterated, 
“To comply with both statutes, a school 
may have to provide additional and 
different aids and services.”

In re Seattle (WA) Sch. Dist. No. 1
67 IDELR 22 (OCR 2015)

§Dispute over hearing impaired student 
calling home
§Mother offered to provide the district with a 
captioned telephone
§School: TTY not required for FAPE
§Mother filed complaint with OCR
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In re Seattle (WA) Sch. Dist. No. 1
67 IDELR 22 (OCR 2015)

§OCR: “the regulation requires that, in 
determining what types  of auxiliary aids and 
services are necessary, a public entity shall give 
primary consideration to the request of the 
individual with a disability.  In order to be 
effective, auxiliary aids and services must be 
provided . . . in such a way as to protect the 
privacy and independence of the individual with 
a disability.”

What is a “Communication 
Disability?”

§What is a “communication disability?”
•Hearing impairment
• Visual impairment
• Processing errors
• Autism?

Pollack v. Reg’l Sch. Unit. 75,
69 IDELR 271 (D.C. Maine 2017)

§Student with autism with limited verbal 
communication
§Parents requested that student be allowed to 
wear body camera at school
• review announcements and other information that 
students are expected to convey to their parents
• Assist student in telling parents about his day at 
school 
• Assist parents in advocating for student
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Pollack v. Reg’l Sch. Unit. 75,
69 IDELR 271 (D.C. Maine 2017)

§School refused
• Violated school policy
•Concerns about peer privacy
• Violated negotiated agreement with teachers’ 
union

Pollack v. Reg’l Sch. Unit. 75,
69 IDELR 271 (D.C. Maine 2017)

§Court:
• “The Plaintiffs read the regulation as requiring the 
District to ensure that B.P.’s communication with 
his parents about his school day is as effective as 
nondisabled students.  But this reading of the 
regulation extends its reach beyond the 
schoolhouse doors to communications between 
parents and child outside of the school setting.”
•No evidence camera necessary for parent 
advocacy

Extracurricular Activities
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§School districts must provide nonacademic and
extracurricular services and activities in "such
a manner as is necessary to afford students
with a disability an equal opportunity for
participation in such services and activities”
§These activities may include “physical and
recreational athletics, . . . recreational
activities, special interest groups or clubs…..”

Section 504
34 CFR 104.37(a)(1)

Americans with Disabilities Act

“No qualified individual with a disability
shall, by reason of such disability, be
excluded from participation in or be denied
the benefits of the services, programs, or
activities or a public entity, or be subjected
to discrimination by any such entity”

Americans with Disabilities Act
28 C.F.R. § 35.160(a)(1)
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A public entity, in providing any aid, benefit,
or service, may not directly or through
contractual licensing or other arrangements,
deny on the basis of disability a qualified
individual the opportunity to participate in or
benefit from the aid, benefit, or service.

Americans with Disabilities Act
28 CFR 35.130(b)(1)(i)

Schools do NOT have to provide 
accommodations it:

§It creates an undue burden 
• Functionally non-existent 
•OCR: “based on OCR’s experience, such a 
defense would rarely, if ever, prevail in the 
context of extracurricular athletics:

§It is a fundamental alteration that 
•Changes an essential aspect of the activity
•Gives the student with a disability an unfair 
advantage

“Dear Colleague Letter,” 
60 IDELR 167 (OCR 1/25/13)

“In considering whether a reasonable
modification is legally required, the school
district must first engage in an individualized
inquiry to determine whether the modification
is necessary. If the modification is necessary,
the school district must allow it unless doing so
would result in a fundamental alteration of the
nature of the extracurricular athletic activity.”
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Class v. Towson Univ.,
806 F.3d 236 (4th Cir. 2015)

§Division I football player suffered from 
heatstroke
•Coma for 9 days
• Liver transplant
•Hospitalized for 2 months
•Chemo for post-transplant complications

§Weakened abdominal wall and heightened 
susceptibility to heatstroke 

Class v. Towson Univ.,
806 F.3d 236 (4th Cir. 2015)

§Rehabbed with goal of returning to play 
Division I football again
§Team physician refused medical clearance 
§Requested accommodations
• Additional abdominal padding
• Internal heat monitor with Bluetooth reporting 
every 5-10 minutes
•Direct medical supervision

Class v. Towson Univ.,
806 F.3d 236 (4th Cir. 2015)

§College refused; student sued
§District court ruled for student, issued 
injunction
§College appealed 
§School’s arguments:
• Financial and administrative burdens 
• Accommodations would not decrease risk of 
heatstroke
• Accommodations would fundamentally alter 
the activity
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Class v. Towson Univ.,
806 F.3d 236 (4th Cir. 2015)

§4th Circuit
• Failure to prove financial and administrative 
burden
• Accommodations ineffective 
• Accommodations would be fundamental 
alteration

Raytown (MO) C-2 Sch. Dist, 
53 IDELR 239 (OCR 2009)

§6 year old with autism 
§Parent wanted him to stay in aftercare 
program
§Program excluded students who required 
toileting assistance, a separate location due 
to behavioral issues, and one-to-one 
assistance

Raytown (MO) C-2 Sch. Dist, 
53 IDELR 239 (OCR 2009)

§District: having additional assistance 
available for BD students fundamentally 
altered the program
§OCR: district's rationale a pretext for 
discrimination
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Raytown (MO) C-2 Sch. Dist, 
53 IDELR 239 (OCR 2009)

§Adding “supervision and services does not 
fundamentally alter the nature of a 
program designed to provide supervision 
for children," 
§Children with disabilities cannot be 
categorically excluded from voluntary day 
care programs run by public school districts

“. . . school districts may require a level of 
skill or ability of a student in order for that 
student to participate in a selective or 
competitive program or activity so long as 
the selection or competition criteria are not 
discriminatory”

"Dear Colleague" Letter
60 IDELR 167 (OCR 1/25/13)

§HS student with OCD, anxiety and ED
§Wanted to play “team sport”
• Played club
• Plays in MS

§Varsity try-outs
• Skills assessed over days (and student called 
back)
•Coaches kept rubrics
• Also supplied anecdotal comments

Central Bucks Sch. Dist. 
116 LRP 5470 (Penn. SEA 2016)
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§OCR complaint
•Numbers 
−76 students tried out
−8 with disabilities 
−40 students made varsity and JV
−3 had disabilities

•OCR found no discrimination

Central Bucks Sch. Dist. 
116 LRP 5470 (Penn. SEA 2016)

§State complaint 
§IHO
•District provided equal opportunity to make the 
team
• Student “objectively compared to a particular 
constellation of peers”
•No evidence that coach knew about OCD
• Private tryout not a reasonable accommodation

Central Bucks Sch. Dist. 
116 LRP 5470 (Penn. SEA 2016)

§Student with autism had success on the 
school’s mountain biking team
§Para had to be reassigned; new paras 
couldn’t keep up
§Parent filed due process alleging mountain 
biking necessary to receive FAPE

Rim of the World Unif. Sch. Dist.,
114 LRP 16308 (Cal. SEA 2014)
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§ALJ
• “student benefitted physically, socially and 
emotionally from participating in mountain 
biking.  However, there is insufficient evidence 
that Student had unique needs that could only 
be met through that highly technical and 
dangerous sport 

Rim of the World Unif. Sch. Dist.,
114 LRP 16308 (Cal. SEA 2014)

§ALJ
• “In sum, because implementation of Student’s 
IEP did no require that student participate on 
the Team, District was not require to provide a 
one-to-one aide with exceptional physical 
strength and endurance, as well as highly 
specialized technical and mechanical skills in 
mountain biking for student to participate in 
that team sport safely.”

Rim of the World Unif. Sch. Dist.,
114 LRP 16308 (Cal. SEA 2014)

§Student wanted to try out for cheer squad
§GPA too low under school policy
§OCR focused on 2 issues
•Was GPA policy a necessary function for 
cheerleading?
•Would modifying the policy “fundamentally 
alter” program?

Northshore Sch. Dist.
48 IDELR 199 (OCR 2006)
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§OCR:
•Not necessity: 2.8 Minimum was arbitrary, 
higher than athletic requirement
• Fund. Alteration: 2 other district H.S.’s allowed 
exceptions to the GPA requirement

Northshore Sch. Dist.
48 IDELR 199 (OCR 2006)

504 as Basis for Abuse Claims

J.M. v. Francis Howell Sch. Dist. 
2017 U.S. App. LEXIS 3991(8th Cir. Mar. 6, 2017)

§J.M. suffered from: ADHD, ASD, anxiety 
disorder, separation anxiety disorder, panic 
disorder, and generalized anxiety
§Lawsuit alleged that he was consistently 
put in physical restraints and isolation
§Started as IDEA lawsuit, then amended to 
remove IDEA and add ADA and 504
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J.M. v. Francis Howell Sch. Dist. 
2017 U.S. App. LEXIS 3991(8th Cir. Mar. 6, 2017)

§Court: claims amount to a FAPE denial
•Complaint doesn’t list “discrimination” and 
instead discusses “denial of services”
• Parents did not start IDEA due process, but 
they pled it

§Fry did not answer when the pleadings 
suggest FAPE denial but the plaintiff is 
seeking damages 

J.M. v. Francis Howell Sch. Dist. 
2017 U.S. App. LEXIS 3991(8th Cir. Mar. 6, 2017)

§8th Circuit assumed the actual damages 
sought was not dispositive so long FAPE 
denial made up the basis

K.G. v. Sergeant Bluff-Luton Comm. 
Sch. Dist.

244 F. Supp. 3d 904 (N.D. Iowa 2017)

§9-year-old student with autism and 
epilepsy
§Student having meltdown; dragged him 
across the carpeted  classroom floor
§“An inspection of the student’s back 
revealed several wounds, including injuries 
on his right and left shoulder blades  and a 
laceration of approximately five inches 
down the middle of his back.”
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K.G. v. Sergeant Bluff-Luton Comm. 
Sch. Dist.

244 F. Supp. 3d 904 (N.D. Iowa 2017)

§Family filed federal lawsuit against teacher, 
principal, school
• Student treated for serious “emotional distress” and 
“suffering”
•Now allegedly suffering from PTSD
• Alleged violations under ADA and 504, not IDEA

§Family turned down $100,000 settlement offer
§Asking for $10,000,000, attorney’s fees, and 
punitive damages

K.G. v. Sergeant Bluff-Luton Comm. 
Sch. Dist. 

244 F. Supp. 3d 904 (N.D. Iowa 2017)

§District Court: no summary judgment for school
•Complaint only referenced IEP and BIP to show how 
unreasonable the actions were
• 504 and ADA claims allege discrimination and hostile 
environment
• Student could bring complaint against library
• Adult could bring complaint against school

§Family starting IDEA process is not dispositive
§They can change their minds after consulting 
with counsel

Practical Take-Aways

§Need for Training – admins and staff
§If Parents Revoke 
• Make and document 504 Offer
• Can be the same set of services

§If Parents Demand Accommodations Rejected 
by IEP Team  
• Consider under 504 “hoop”
• Consider whether requested 504 accommodation 
undermines IEP 
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Questions?

Karen Haase

KSB School Law
(402) 804-8000

ksb@ksbschoollaw.com

Facebook.com/ksbschoollaw

@KarenHaase

http://www.ksbschoollaw.com/
mailto:ksb@ksbschoollaw.com

